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Welcome to the latest SSCG Newsletter!  

Contents 
• Introduction 

• Diary 

• Committee 

• Features Steve Wright 1954-2017 

“The Shows must go on….” 

21st Anniversary events.....are you ready to Party? 

 

Introduction 

I would like to take this opportunity to wish all coppice group members a happy and healthy 2018.  

Please remember that you Membership Subscription for 2018 is now due, so, if you haven’t already, please can you 

pay £25 by bank transfer to account number 12592296, sort code 09-01-29 using your name as a reference. If, for 

any reason, you cannot pay by bank transfer, please send your cheque (payable to SSCG) to Jane Martin, 21 

Wingham Close, Maidstone, Kent, ME15 8QN.  

The focus of this issue is to celebrate the life of Steve Wright, a dedicated member of SSCG who very sadly passed 

away in December 2017. I received some wonderful contributions about Steve from some of his friends and 

colleagues as well as Steve’s wife and brother. As it felt disrespectful to do otherwise, I have edited these personal 

accounts and memories as little as possible. I would like to thank everyone who has contributed to Steve’s obituary.  

In the wake of Steve’s passing, the ever-faithful John Sinclair has taken up the show-organising mantle until a more 

permanent volunteer for the role comes forward. See the article “The Shows must go on…!” on pages 11-12 for 

more information.  

The final article, on pages 12-13, concerns celebrating 21 years of SSCG: yes, the SSCG has come of age!! We plan to 

mark the occasion with a big celebration(s). Two possibilities have been put forward to the committee: The Bodgers’ 

Ball in May and/or a party in July.  

 

Sarah Brown 
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Diary 

• Members’ Meetings (7.30pm to 9.30pm) 

15th February 2018 @ Warnham Nature Reserve, Warnham Road, Horsham, RH12 2RA 

19th April 2018 @ Warnham Nature Reserve 

26th July 2018 @ Warnham Nature Reserve (this meeting will also be the AGM) 

15th November 2018 @ Warnham Nature Reserve 

• Committee Meetings (7.00pm to 10.00pm) 

22nd March 2018 @ a location TBC 

14th June 2018 @ a location TBC 

25th October 2018 @ a location TBC 

If you would like to attend the Committee Meetings, please email chairman@coppicegroup.org.uk. 

Committee 
The current committee is as follows: 

Chairman Wayne Jones chairman@coppicegroup.org.uk 
Treasurer Rob Warren treasurer@coppicegroup.org.uk 
Secretary John Waller secretary@coppicegroup.org.uk 
Membership Jane Martin membership@coppicegroup.org.uk 
Shows John Sinclair shows@coppicegroup.org.uk 
Merchandise Ian Swain merchandise@coppicegroup.org.uk 
Speakers Bob Hewitt speakers@coppicegroup.org.uk 
Webmaster Beth Shepeard webmaster@coppicegroup.org.uk 
Newsletter Sarah Brown newsletter@coppicegroup.org.uk 

 

  

mailto:chairman@coppicegroup.org.uk
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Steve Wright 1954-2017 

Steve’s Eulogy by Deb Wright 

Steve was a husband to Deb for 34 years and a brother to Shelley and Adrian. He was born in Southampton and 

moved to Stratford-upon-Avon for his father’s job. He left school early and started work as a carpet fitter for the 

father of a friend. He joined the TA and was in the parachute regiment. He remained in the TA when the family 

moved again to Kent, unfortunately he broke his ankle twice and was unable to continue. He worked briefly in the 

family fruit and veg business but then obtained a job with a plant hire company. He worked for various plant hire 

firms but yearned to work for one of the big manufacturers. He did achieve this and worked for many years for 

Honda UK until 1998. He enjoyed his time with Honda, made many good friends that remain to this day and got to 

travel the world: US, Japan and Europe. He eventually left Honda after a disagreement with the management and 

went on to work for Musto and Laksen, both manufacturers of country clothing. Steve then had various self-

employed jobs but eventually settled into woodland management and started his business SWS Woodland and 

Conservation Management Services. Although late in his life, he studied for his certificate in Arboriculture and was 

able to use the title Cert Arb R.F.S. after his name, something that he was very proud of. 

Steve always had an interest in the countryside, wildlife and its management. For many years he was involved in 

shooting and Deer management, giving talks on the subject at various colleges, he just loved to be outdoors and he 

liked making a difference to the environment and encouraging others to feel the same. He volunteered for many 

groups whose aim was to preserve the countryside for all. He soon become the volunteer group leader for a couple 

of local woodland groups and enjoyed the interaction and company of others who were like minded. 

In his spare time, he developed a passion for military vehicles and their preservation. Some of you will know that he 

owned and fully restored a desert vehicle called the ‘Pink Panther’ along with other military Land Rovers and bikes. 

Both Steve and Deb would travel to shows with these vehicles most weekends to meet with friends and show the 

vehicles to the public and their holidays would be spent taking those vehicles to France, Holland and Belgium for 

shows and reunions. 

 

Steve was kind and thoughtful to others, would 

stand up for what he believed was right and just, 

was no push over and did not suffer fools gladly. 

You always knew you would get the truth as he 

saw it, however painful that might be, but a 

better friend you could not ask for. 

As his wife, I was always there in the 

background. We were each other’s sounding 

board and support for whatever life threw at us 

and I am thankful that for the last 10 or so years 

Steve was able to do something that he really 

loved: working in the woods.  
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Steve’s Funeral Tribute by Adrian Wright 

So, who was Steve to you? Steve, Stephen, Steve Wright, Bugsy or Little Shit!!! 
 
I am not standing here to introduce a new saint into the world, but I will be talking about someone who made a real 
difference in his time here. Someone who got things done! A real authority on advice whether you wanted it or not. 
Someone to whom, clean shoes were still important. And someone who would never buy cheap tools. 
 
He spent 62 short years cramming an awful lot into it and becoming supremely good at whatever he chose. If Steve 
found you interesting or you were generally interested in what he was doing, he would embrace you and share his 
knowledge and allow you in.  If not, he would dismiss you.  
 
Any task Steve decided to take on would be done thoroughly or not at all. Over done some might say. Not only do you 
need all of the materials for the said task in advance, you would also need the correct tools necessary, as well as all of 
the accessories available.  Oh, not forgetting to mark your tools with your initials, high viz tape, or both. 
 
My earliest memory of Steve was living in a room away from home in the countryside.  Simple living and the room was 
decorated on the ceiling and on all four walls with camo netting and he had ammunition boxes for shortage.  In those 
days, he only lived in OG’s and desert boots. 
 
Whilst growing up, I clearly remember watching my older brother, for hours, model making at the table.  Studying him, 
painting all of the intricate plastic parts before they were removed from their plastic frames, prior to assembly, with 
what appeared to be every single small metal tin of Humbrol paint they had ever produced.   
 
One particular Christmas, I believe I was around 10, Steve bought me 1 12th scale Tamiya John Player Special Lotus 
Formula 1 car and as quickly as it was gifted to me, he had managed to talk me into allowing him to make it for me, 
although I was allowed to watch. What came back weeks later was an absolute masterpiece mounted on a piece of 
board made to resemble track with team members standing and working around the car.  It could have been in a 
museum.   
 
Scalextrix was also another creative outlet for Steve.  I had the track, being 10 or 11 at the time, and he would buy the 
cars, if he could put the decals on, and in some cases, splatter them in mat brown paint to mimic mud.  As you can 
well imagine, they were better than the real thing. 
 
In the early 1980’s the German construction tool company Hilti announced a challenge to their dealers to take on 
heavy weight boxing champion Henry Cooper in firing 10 rounds of nails into concrete with their nail gun.  Steve took 
on the challenge and beat him.   
 
When Steve found out he had been successful in landing a prestige job at Honda OEM, he purchased an Atco Cylinder 
Mower with a less than reliable Brigs and Stratham engine on it and then replaced it with an ultra-reliable Honda 
replacement.  Just to know for himself, that it would work.   
 
Within a similar time period, who could forget the Cut Away Honda Engine?  A static display engine with holes cut into 
it to show the internal workings of the replacement Honda Internal Combustion Engine, with of course, colour coded 
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exhaust and inlet ports.  Again, not a qualified engineer, he took it on to know that it could be done and as a visual aid 
at Trade Shows.   
 
Perhaps you remember Steve from another creative hobby or career:  

• Restoring the Pink Panther - manufacturing one off parts that were not available. 

• Photography – Steve wanted a hard wood rifle stock to mount his SLR Camera to, but could not find one, so 
he made it out of a block of hard wood.  When he was not a carpenter. 

• Camping and outdoor living- let’s face it he probably could have lived like this, as he knew so much. 

• Deer Stalking - not only the stalking but the management  

• Plant Hire - generating sales and hire revenue rarely seen before or since. 

• Honda - the spear head of many projects with the Japanese giant paving the way for some very specialised 
contracts not dreamed of until Steve opened them up. 

• Military - a walking military historian who never gave up wanting to know more. 

• Woodland Management - never content to be a tree surgeon his hunger for knowledge knew no bounds, and 
I believe he had finally found his vocation in life. 

 
Steve could become hugely frustrated, generally with situations that did not turn out as planned and not with the 
people working with him.  Although this was mistaken by many people who did not know him, and to be fair, this is 
only something I have realised quite recently.   
 
Whilst trekking through the mountains and hills of North Wales in 1982, this was very apparent when a Vulcan Bomber 
completely engulfed the valley we were walking through, so low; it almost put us in darkness.  Steve could not get his 
camera out of the rucksack in time, that his poor wife Deb was carrying, and for the rest of the day we both thought 
it was our fault. The Vulcan on this occasion turned out to be a training mission for an assault on the Falkland Islands, 
a fact that we later found out.  
 
On the same trip to Wales, Steve Deb and I were waiting for a steam train at Ffestiniog Station.  Steve was hailing the 
train to stop with his left arm, whilst trying to take a photo with his right arm and had not witnessed the man on the 
footplate acknowledging him that they were stopping anyway.  It was almost a scene out of a Carry On Film with one 
waving at the other endlessly.  Deb and I were wetting ourselves and Steve not seeing the funny side at all, and I don’t 
think he never did.   
 
Steve was also, as creative in the kitchen, as he was in his daily life, but choice on the menu was slightly narrower.  

• Who ever tried his airborne stew? See me after for the recipe. 

• Or his almost perfect egg bread?  Usually a whole loaf at a time. 

• Not forgetting chips, eggs and beans made with homemade flat chips.   
 
There are probably a number of you here who have been dragged into an Indian Restaurant you did not even know 
was there, that turned out superb Indian Fair.  He was always an expert on curry houses and their cuisine.   
 
In Summary who are you saying goodbye to? Husband, friend, customer, colleague, boss, brother…Please never lose 
sight of who or what he was to you. To me he was my big brother; he was the man who knew all about my early years, 
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my only brother and the eldest of 5 children. Being a bigger older brother, is something he never lost sight of.  He 
would always look out for one of us in his own way, like it or not. 
 
The eldest child responsibility was something that never left him right to the end. Foolishly I thought he would be 
there forever. 
 
Contribution from Mike Harper 

I joined Honda in 1986 as an Area Service Manager and Steve had been an Area Sales Manager in the same 
division for a couple of years. We worked in the same division for a few years and eventually I worked for him 
as part of the Energy sales team, concentrating on generator, water pump and power carrier sales to their 
target industries. Steve’s management style was in the very best military traditions where his guys were like 
family. Over the years we were involved with many interesting projects such as supplying power to the Thrust 2 
land speed record attempt which broke the sound barrier and also visiting Stirling Lines at Hereford to train the 
SAS on our generators 

The following is my post on Ranscome’s FB site yesterday:  

Steve was a great boss (Honda) who became a very close friend. I live near Edinburgh, but we visited each other 
over the years after he left. Whenever I was with him he would always take me to the woods where he was 
working, "Cammon lad, let’s take you down the woods" he'd say with a wry smile, we shared a wicked sense of 
humour! His enthusiasm for what he was doing was unbounded. 
 

 

On one of those 
occasions I had my 
camera gear with me 
and saw an opportunity 
for a portrait of Steve in 
the environment he 
loved best. That's how 
this picture came to be, 
I'm so glad I took it, I felt 
it kind of summed Steve 
up, even though he'd 
had a very successful 
corporate career with 
one of the biggest 
manufacturers in the 
world, this was where 
his spirit wanted to be. 
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RIP my old friend, you will be missed. 

 

Contribution from Jane, Matt and Sam 

Steve was more than a boss: he was someone to look up to, someone who always made time to lend an ear, 

someone who encouraged self-belief and confidence, someone who saw the funny side in any situation and 

someone who loved a cup of tea!  

Steve was passionate about conserving the countryside, particularly woodlands. This was made obvious when he 

explained how a particular woodland could or should be managed in great detail for the benefit of flora and fauna 

and why protecting them from anti-social behaviour was essential. 

Like most woodsmen and woodswomen, he couldn’t have just one chainsaw or one bill hook but managed to collect 

a plethora and be reluctant to let them go. Steve took this collecting to another level by having many of the same 

gadget or tool, just in case. This included fifteen spare axe handles hanging in the roof of his garage for the day he 

might have needed them. 

He saw the good in everyone and tried to help people achieve their goals. Steve believed in encouraging the next 

generation in pursuing a career into the environmental and land-based sector, whether that be forestry, 

conservation or countryside management. He was very enthused about opening a centre of excellence within the 

industry to help people focus on the countryside surrounding them. 

Now, going back to tea, Steve was very particular about the way his was made, brewed for as long as possible 

(sometimes left until cold!) then three stirs to the left and two to the right, and don’t forget the ting-a-ling when it’s 

ready. A little tune using the teaspoon on each china cup, yes, china cup will forever be standard procedure with 

every tea break in the woods. 

This picture was taken at Biggin 

Hill Air show, one of the many 

events he used to take his 

superbly restored SAS Pink 

Panther (Pinkie). Steve is behind 

the wheel and me in the 

passenger seat. The background 

was boring so I Photoshopped a 

desert scene in behind us. Steve 

had a pair of sunglasses with 

some black cardboard to make 

him look like you see them in 

pictures with faces redacted. He 

had a great sense of humour. 
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Steve, we will miss your passion for the British countryside, but most of we will miss your silliness. 

 

Contribution from Graham West 

In common with many Coppice Group members, I was very fond of Steve Wright.  Steve and I shared a great 

camaraderie, both being ex-forces and although neither of us saw active service, we were both very proud to have 

signed up for ‘the Queen’s shilling’. Steve joined the TA as a young man and went on to earn the coveted maroon 

beret as a member of the Parachute Regiment, whereas I joined the Royal Marines.  He didn’t talk a lot about his 

time in the Paras, but I know that it meant a lot to him to have been part of the airborne brotherhood and he had a 

deep respect for parachute forces of all nationality. Whenever Steve and I were conversing for any length of time we 

would nearly always slip into ex-forces banter, discussing the failings of standard issue military kit from back in the 

day or swapping the odd anecdote about our respective basic training courses. Steve would always call me ‘Sgt 

Major’ and I would refer to him as ‘Colonel Wright’. We would even swap the occasional salute across the way at 

shows; much to the bemusement of onlookers I am sure! 

Steve’s military knowledge extended comprehensively to historic events as well. He was a great authority on some of 

the key battles of the Second World War and especially those involving airborne assaults. He could talk at length on 

Crete, Normandy and of course, the great tragedy of Arnhem. ‘A lot of good men were needlessly lost’ he would say. 

Steve, perhaps unsurprisingly, was rather fond of the classic old war films such as ‘The Great Escape’, ‘Where Eagles 

Dare’, ‘A Bridge too Far’, ‘The longest Day’ and so on. He would often come out with a line or two from one of the 

films, usually with impeccable timing. Anyone whose vehicle blocked the woodland track at Bentley, even for a few 

seconds, was usually treated to ‘Get that wreck off the road!’  in a typical officer-style voice.   

Steve was a real Land Rover enthusiast as we all know and I believe this started way back when he lovingly restored 

a ‘Pink Panther’ as used by Special Forces. More recently he used Defender 110’s and 130’s (always green) for his 

business, usually modified and up-rated for forestry work. His attention to detail was impeccable and everything had 

been carefully planned and considered so that it all worked seamlessly. The back of his vehicles were racked out and 

everything had its own space, shelf or cubby-hole. ‘This way I can instantly see if anything is missing’ he said; very 
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true indeed.  However, I remember one particular year at Bentley (back in the happy days of the show) when Steve’s 

110 had had to go into Guy Salmon (other LR dealers are available) and he had been lent a courtesy vehicle to use 

for the weekend. Well, picture the scene: In rolls Steve to a full house of Group members in a gleaming 110 which 

had been specced out by Overfinch (other LR tuning companies are available). It was bright cherry red with gleaming 

black alloys, chequer plates everywhere, a snorkel air intake, spot lights, air conditioning, the works. It even had 

fancy little lights in the front bumper.  How we laughed! The banter and the proverbial mickey taking were coming 

thick and fast. Steve of course took it all in his stride as always. 

In summary I had, and still have, a great respect for Steve. He was a genuine, dependable, likeable guy. He believed 

passionately about the importance of woodland management and of passing on the wealth of knowledge that he 

had to offer. He was welcoming, loyal and trustworthy. He stood up for what he knew to be right and wasn’t afraid 

to stand up and defend others too.  If we’d ever soldiered together, it’s Steve that I would have wanted with me on 

operations because I know that he would have had my back and I his. 

Contribution from Scotty Dodd  

Steve was a go-to-guy for any questions on the latest machinery or kit: you were always guaranteed a full 

performance review based on the experience of Steve and his team.  

At the shows he was always happy to help, lend his crew or provide the tools or food you had forgotten.  
He always had an ample supply of vittles and sweet treats, often scoffed standing with a plate on the front wing 
of Defender. At one of the last shows we did together, Surrey Country & Game Fair at Loseley, Steve was 
cooking his crew something nutritious with all his De-Walt halogen lights on under a large veteran oak tree. 
Within minutes, the tent was filled with hornets attracted to the lights (probably nesting in a tree hollow above 
us). Steve just carried on cooking, unabashed, whilst the hornets zoomed around his head. 

Thoughtful and generous, he often turned up with things he thought you might find useful. For me and Ian 
Swain, it was simple things like the old-style metal 'Blakey' wedges for finishing axe handles, a coin bag stuffed 
full - hard to get hold of at a reasonable price these days. He heard I was running low on seasoned ash wood for 
handle making, so the next show he turned up with a batch of fantastically straight grained, seasoned ash. 

A great mate. 

Contribution from John Sinclair 

No doubt we all have our own memories of Steve and he will be well and long remembered for a wide variety of 

reasons. I can only touch on a few of mine. 

It is generally accepted that for Steve if a thing was worth doing it was worth doing as close to perfection as possible. 

If a tool was worth having, then only the best possible quality was acceptable and if there was a 1% benefit in using 

something other than WD40 then that’s what he’d use. Second best was a personal affront to him. He was 

immensely knowledgeable (without being remotely arrogant) and gave that knowledge to others freely. If he offered 

an opinion it was based on knowledge. If he didn’t know he’d say so, he wouldn’t bulls***; there was precisely no 

nonsense involved. I learned a great deal from him. He was always open to new ideas, techniques, products, markets 
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and constantly tried to improve things for those around him. He wasn’t self-centred. He took great satisfaction in 

seeing others develop and progress and was proud of the achievements of ‘the youngsters’ that worked with him. 

Some of the qualities that stood out to me are less specific to the woodland world. They are ‘life qualities’. He felt he 

had benefitted from being a part of the SSCG and so it was almost through a sense of duty and a point of honour to 

put back into the group which he did in abundance not just with his contributions towards organising shows. He was 

a team player and would never let anyone down, quite the opposite; he never missed the opportunity to offer help, 

guidance and support where it was needed on any level. Professional or personal. Whenever the excrement met the 

air circulation mechanism he was always the first in line to offer support, moral or practical. He was devoted and 

fiercely loyal. You could not wish for a better friend. 

I feel lucky to have known him, sad to have lost him and miss him badly.  

Contribution from Mark Allery 

Steve died suddenly just before Christmas. I knew him as a member of the Association of Polelathe Turners & 

Greenwood Workers and latterly the show and event organiser for the Sussex and Surrey Coppice Group.  Steve 

worked tirelessly to promote awareness of the countryside, the environment, woodlands and coppice crafts. 

I worked alongside Steve at the Weald & Downland Museum’s Autumn Countryside show in October, where his 

specially converted 130inch extra-long wheel base Land Rover, his pride and joy, part vehicle, part forestry workshop 

and part armory, was an integral part of our woodland crafts display. 

For some reason I mainly have photos of Steve’s Land Rovers and his backside! Those that knew him and those that 
worked with him at shows, events and in the countryside, will remember that both Land Rovers and backsides were 
an endless source of banter. Steve didn’t suffer fools gladly, but his keen banter was always there as much to 
encourage us as to deride out shortcomings!  Never short of a suitable adjective, much of it derived from his military 
days and about as incredibly non-PC as you could imagine. 

Steve was most passionate about countryside management, woodland management and crafts. We shared many 
evening fires debating the complex web of environmental issues, often over a meal including some protein that Steve 
had procured. Like his other interests: Land Rovers, tools, arboriculture, Steve was a master of firearms and a talented 
deer stalker. Never failing to provide something for the pot, even if he had to stalk a local shop for it. Like everything 
else, if you were interested and took it seriously, Steve would share his vast knowledge of firearms with you, even if it 
was only to help maintain our ancient air-rifle. 

Most appropriately, Steve’s last journey was in a spotless, gleaming silver 127inch Land Rover. As he emerged on a 
cold, wind-swept, dully and rainy January morning we could almost hear him saying ‘What are you lot bleeding 
standing around outside for then? Bugger That! ‘. Inside was standing room only, whilst outside the cark park was jam 
packed with a motley crew of assorted pickups and 4×4’s rarely seen outside the woods. That so many should come 
out of the woods on a dank January day to remember Steve says it all really. 
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The Shows Must Go On…..! 

While we are all coming to terms with the loss of Steve in our own ways, there is no doubt that he would have 

wanted the Shows season to go ahead and build on the good and hard work he put in on behalf of the group.  

The other reason is that, while membership fees (now due!!) are important to the SSCG, the Shows are not only our 

best way of getting products and services in front of the pubic but also represent the main income to the group. This 

helps to pay for all the venue hire, speakers, merchandising and advertising stuff, the training course bursaries and 

events we might wish to run. More on that later... 

On that basis it seemed sensible that I should pick up again for this season and try to find someone else to work with 

who could eventually take on the role in the future. I am grateful for the help offered by Chris Letchford and Mark 

Allery particularly with the events at the Weald and Downland. For those events I will be coordinating closely with 

Chris and Mark. Given that Steve was also fronting the efforts to ensure that we celebrated the Group’s 21st 

Anniversary I’m picking up on that too. More of that later... 

Below is a list of all the shows that the group has been invited to (so far). I would like to receive ‘expressions of 

interest’ from all those who might like to attend any of those listed. I have no doubt that the list of shows will evolve 

as the year progresses, but this is it so far. It would also be great to receive feedback, comments and observations 

concerning the shows last year; as it was the first year I did not attend all the group shows I wouldn’t want to miss 

out on an opportunity for improvement.  

Group Shows are those where we are either paid to attend or the organisers have agreed to underwrite claims for 

expenses up to a maximum of £50 per demonstration/activity. You are covered by the SSCG Insurance to attend and 

we coordinate pitches to make the most of the area and reduce the workload and admin. We also have the SSCG 

banners, flags, first aid kit etc. etc. etc.  

Non-group shows do not have any expenses on offer and all arrangements need to be made by each individual direct 

with the Show Organiser. They may offer a free pitch, or they may not; it is entirely down to individual negotiation 

and all paperwork and risk assessments etc. are handled on an individual basis. They are in the list below for your 

information. 

Event Dates Location Exp Contact 

Blindley Heath Heavy Horse & 
Countryside Show 

6-7 May RH7 6LL Yes John Sinclair 

Bodgers Ball – Weald & Downland 12-13 May PO18 0EU  John Sinclair/Mark Allery 

Surrey County Show 28 May GU1 1ER Yes John Sinclair 

SSCG Jamboree (T.B.C) 14 July (TBC) GU27 3NJ  John Sinclair 

Wests Wood Fair 8-10 June PO18 0NJ  John Sinclair/Chris 

Chertsey Agricultural Show 12/13 Aug KT16 8LN  T.B.A. 

Charfest 10-17 Aug West Dean 
Estate 

 Alan & Jo  

South Downs 18-19 Aug PO8 0QE  TerenaPlowright@gmail.com  

Edenbridge & Oxted Agricultural Show 26-27 Aug RH7 6LL Yes John Sinclair 

mailto:TerenaPlowright@gmail.com
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Event Dates Location Exp Contact 

Belmont Woodfest 8-9 Sept ME13 0HH Yes John Sinclair 

Surrey Game & Country Fair - Loseley 23 Sept GU3 1HS Yes John Sinclair 

Butser Ancient Farm 30 Sept PO8 0BG  Maureen@butserancientfarm.co.uk 

Surrey Hills Woodfair - Birtley T.B.A. GU5 0LE T.B.A. John Sinclair 

Weald & Downland Autumn Show 6-7 Oct PO18 0EU  Mark Allery/Chris 

 

If you are unsure about anything, please feel free to drop me a line initially at jdsinclair2013@gmail.com until further 

notice.  

I will send out reminders and updates in due course and, to avoid clogging up the Google Group with hundreds of 

emails, please reply to me at the address above. 

Cheers, John Sinclair 

 

21st Anniversary events.....are you ready to Party? 

Who would have thought it back in 1997? 21 years down the track and we’re still going! There have been many 

other groups that have been and gone in the meantime and the woodland world and wider world have both 

changed. 

In 1997, when the group was founded, Hong Kong reverted to Chinese rule and a litre of unleaded was 61p. The U.S. 

had a President with a ‘flexible approach’ to inappropriate behaviour and now has a President with an ‘extremely 

flexible approach’ to inappropriate behaviour. Plus ca change, plus ca meme chose as they say in another part of the 

E.U. that we will soon be leaving! 

Anyway, we should (I think) celebrate our continued existence. More importantly, what do you think?   

For now, the important thing is for each and every one of you to let me know if you would like to be a part of either 

or both events. I need to know now because things like bands and venues for the second suggestion need to be 

booked. Let me know if there is an appetite for the second idea in particular by dropping me a line at 

jdsinclair2013@gmail.com  

There will be costs associated, which will be kept as minimal as humanly possible, but the idea is to hire in some of 

the catering, bar and entertainment so that we can all get on with having a good time among friends without being 

constantly ‘on duty’. As ever other ideas, improvements and offers of help will be gratefully accepted. There are 

currently 2 (yes 2!) ideas on the table. It is not an either-or choice; we can do both if we want to. 

Idea 1: May 12th & 13th 

The annual Bodgers Ball will be held this year at the Weald & Downland Museum near Chichester, a venue well 

known to many of you. We have, as a group, been invited to attend as though we were Bodgers i.e. on the same 

mailto:Maureen@butserancientfarm.co.uk
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basis as the Association of Polelathe Turners & Green Woodworkers members. The event is open to members and 

their guests and all attendees buy a ticket (online by PayPal at http://www.bodgers.org.uk). If any SSCG members 

want to attend the ball, they should contact Mark Allery (thelazybodger@gmail.com) before applying for tickets so 

they can be added to the guest list. 

The Ball has grown in recent years and now extends to two days of course on the Thursday and Friday before the ball 

(possibly courses on the Monday afterwards this year as well). You'll notice a number of the usual suspects as 

tutors? 

https://www.bodgersball.org.uk/courses 

This event will be open to the public during the day just like a regular show with a significant footfall and 

opportunities to promote and sell to your heart’s content. But in the evening, the Bodgers put on a seriously well 

organised and thoroughly good evening of eating, drinking and entertainment for one and all. 

It is a kind, generous, beneficial and fun offer which as many as possible should take up. The Bodgers Ball will go 

ahead with or without the SSCG, the question is whether we tag along and treat it as a 21st Celebration Party. 

Idea 2: 14th July – Fernhurst SSCG All Welcome Jamboree 

This would just be a party. I can’t remember when we just had a social event for the sheer fun of it. The proposed 

outline is that we would not try to repeat the Hands-on Day, but we could: 

• Have a series of games-based activities during the afternoon (ideas welcome). 

• Arrange a Hog Roast, BBQ, marquee and bar. 

It would be great to invite one or more Morris Side to demonstrate and maybe even teach a little of the fine 

art....Tongue and Groove are checking their diaries and have already offered us ‘mate’s rates’ to provide the 

evening’s musical entertainment...... 

We could invite the Bodgers, any and all other Coppice Groups and like-minded individuals – remember those good 

buddies from Bentley that you don’t see these days? Why not invite them along? How many of them hanker after 

the dulcet tones of T&G?  

It might be nice not to have to sort out, pack and transport all the stuff we usually take to a show or the H.O.D. and 

just concentrate on catching up with people and having a good time. 

Obviously if you wanted to put any costs through your books it could be considered as ‘networking & continued 

professional development’ because we would all inevitably share knowledge and, I dare say, a certain number of 

deals will be done or tools exchanging hands.... 

John Sinclair (with input from Mark Allery re Bodgers’ Ball) 

All words and pictures are presented as part of a not for profit publication. There is no intention to publish or print 

any content out of context of its lawful copyright. The editor accepts no responsibility for opinions, misrepresentation 

or misquote, or any part of content given and published in good faith. 
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